EXERGY ANALYSIS OF STEAM TURBINE GOVERNING VALVE FROM A SUPER CRITICAL THERMAL POWER PLANT
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Abstract: Exergy analysis of steam turbine governing valve from a super critical thermal power plant is presented in this paper. Governing valve was analyzed not only at the highest, but also on two partial steam system loads. The lowest valve exergy destruction is 3598 kW and is obtained at the highest steam system load, while at partial loads of 80% and 60% valve exergy destruction is 13550 kW and 21360 kW. Valve exergy efficiency increases with an increase in system load, from 95.58% at 60% of load to 97.87% at 80% of load. At the highest load, valve exergy efficiency is the highest and is 99.57%. Change in valve steam specific entropy increment (difference in steam specific entropy between valve outlet and inlet) can be used as a tool for quick assessment of valve losses change. The ambient temperature influence on governing valve exergy analysis is low, especially in the highest steam system load where the majority of valve operation can be expected.
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1. Introduction

Governing valves were used in any type of power plants (land based or marine power plants) [1]. The main function of governing valves is to reduce pressure of operating medium [2]. When the governing valves are used in steam power plants (super critical or sub critical) their operating medium is superheated steam.

Main operating characteristics of superheated steam governing valves are that with the pressure reduction the steam temperature also reduces. During the superheated steam pressure and temperature reduction, steam specific entropy increases [3]. As the governing valves are mounted before the turbine housing, its operation allows obtaining the desired superheated steam operating parameters at the turbine entrance [4], what is necessary for safe and reliable turbine operation.

The essential rule for the governing valve operation is that before and after valve specific enthalpy of operating medium remains constant [5] (the negligible difference in specific enthalpy can occur only due to losses). In such way, operating medium pressure is reduced while the energy content remains unchanged [6].

It is irrelevant to investigate governing valves from the energy viewpoint, because without any operating medium mass flow leakage, governing valves have energy efficiency of 100 % and energy power losses equal to zero.

In the scientific and professional literature analysis of any valve type is rare. After an extensive search, papers were found about the investigation of steam turbine control valves [7], or analysis of steam turbine control valve along with its actuation system [8]. In [9] authors analyzed compressible superheated steam flow rate through pressure reduction valves.

This paper analyzed steam turbine governing valve mounted on the high pressure turbine inlet in a super critical thermal power plant, through three different steam system loads. Measurement results of governing valve operating parameters (steam pressures, temperatures and mass flow rates) at each steam system load enable calculation of valve exergy power inputs and outputs, as well as valve exergy destruction and exergy efficiency. At each steam system load the differences in steam specific entropy between governing valve outlet and inlet are also calculated and presented, which is a good indicator of system load and valve losses. Governing valve was also analyzed during the ambient temperature change.

2. Analyzed governing valve operating characteristics

The analyzed governing valve is mounted on the high pressure turbine inlet in a supercritical thermal power plant, Fig. 1. The main function of governing valve is steam pressure reducing before steam enters in the turbine. In the land-based steam power plant, steam generator (or more of them) will usually produce superheated steam with the highest possible pressure and temperature (defined by the steam generator producer) during the majority of plant operation. The changeable variable is usually the steam mass flow rate, which is the most important parameter for defining the power plant load. Governing valves, which reduces steam pressure at the inlet of the first power plant turbine (high pressure turbine) are used for fine-tuning of power plant current load, while the steam energy content remains the same before and after the valve (the same steam specific enthalpy). Governing valves are important elements in any steam power plant, especially when plant operates at partial load.

Steam turbine governing valves in thermal power plants are usually of Venturi type. Cross-section of the turbine steam chest along with governing valves and its main bar is presented in Fig. 2. The main bar mechanism is used for raising and lowering of the governing valves. All governing valves are not lifted at the same time equally, but periodically, one by one. Such opening regime is allowable by different lengths of each governing valve stem. The main bar lifting mechanism is usually driven by servomotor, as presented in Fig. 2.
3. Exergy analysis of a control volume

3.1. Governing equations for exergy analysis

Mass flow balance for a control volume in steady state disregarding potential and kinetic energy is defined according to [12] by an equation:

$$\Sigma \dot{m}_{IN} = \Sigma \dot{m}_{OUT}$$ (1)

Exergy balance is based on the second law of thermodynamics [13]. The main exergy balance equation for a control volume in steady state [14] is:

$$X_{heat} - P = \Sigma \dot{m}_{OUT} \cdot e_{OUT} - \Sigma \dot{m}_{IN} \cdot e_{IN} + \dot{E}_{ex,D}$$ (2)

where the net exergy transfer by heat ($X_{heat}$) at the temperature $T$ can be defined, according to [15], by an following equation:

$$X_{heat} = (1 - \frac{T_{0}}{T}) \cdot \dot{Q}$$ (3)

Specific exergy is defined [16] by an equation:

$$\varepsilon = (h - h_0) - T_0 \cdot (s - s_0)$$ (4)

The exergy power of any flow stream [17,18] is defined as:

$$\dot{E}_{ex} = \dot{m} \cdot \varepsilon = \dot{m} \cdot (h - h_0) - T_0 \cdot (s - s_0)$$ (5)

The definition of control volume exergy efficiency depends on a control volume type and operation principle. In general, exergy efficiency of any control volume can be defined, according to [19,20], by an following equation:

$$\eta_{ex} = \frac{Exergy\ output}{Exergy\ input}$$ (6)

3.2. Exergy analysis of governing valve from a super critical thermal power plant

Necessary operating points for steam turbine governing valve exergy analysis are presented in Fig. 1. The required steam specific enthalpies and specific entropies are calculated by using measured steam pressures and temperatures from Table 1 with NIST-REFPROP 9.0 software [21].

Steam temperature and pressure change through the governing valve resulted with the change in steam specific entropy. Change in steam specific entropy resulted with a significant change of steam specific exergy, equation (4) and steam exergy power, equation (5).

Change of governing valve outlet exergy power, in comparison with valve inlet, resulted with the change in the governing valve exergy destruction and exergy efficiency.

Mass and exergy balances for the analyzed steam turbine governing valve, according to Fig. 1, are:

- Governing valve mass flow balance:

$$\dot{m}_1 = \dot{m}_2$$ (7)

- Governing valve exergy balance:

  - Exergy power input:

$$\dot{E}_{ex,IN} = \dot{m}_1 \cdot \varepsilon_1$$ (8)

  - Exergy power output:

$$\dot{E}_{ex,OUT} = \dot{m}_2 \cdot \varepsilon_2$$ (9)

  - Exergy destruction (exergy power loss):

$$\dot{E}_{ex,D} = \dot{E}_{ex,IN} - \dot{E}_{ex,OUT} = \dot{m}_1 \cdot \varepsilon_1 - \dot{m}_2 \cdot \varepsilon_2$$ (10)

  - Exergy efficiency:

$$\eta_{ex} = \frac{\dot{E}_{ex,OUT}}{\dot{E}_{ex,IN}} = \frac{\dot{m}_2 \cdot \varepsilon_2}{\dot{m}_1 \cdot \varepsilon_1}$$ (11)

4. Measurement of governing valve flow streams

Measurement results of governing valve flow streams (at valve inlet and outlet) were presented in [10] for three different thermal power plant loads (load of 60%, 80% and full load = 100%), Table 1. From Table 1 it can be seen that at any load steam pressure and temperature remain constant at governing valve inlet, while steam mass flow rates at valve inlet decreases with a decrease in plant load. The steam temperature at governing valve outlet depends on the pressure reduction. Higher pressure reduction (lower steam pressure at valve outlet) will result with lower steam temperature at the valve outlet.

**Table 1. Measured data of steam flow streams at the governing valve inlet and outlet [10]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (%)</th>
<th>Temp. (K)</th>
<th>Press. (bar)</th>
<th>Steam mass flow rate (kg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>810.1</td>
<td>242.2</td>
<td>562.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>810.1</td>
<td>242.2</td>
<td>435.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>810.1</td>
<td>242.2</td>
<td>327.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Streams numeration refers to Fig. 1.

From Table 1 it can be seen that power plant (steam system) load is mostly influenced with steam mass flow rate, which is the lowest at the lowest load and then increases up to the highest load.

Analyzed governing valve parameter which can also determine steam system load is the pressure reduction. The highest pressure reduction occurs at the lowest steam system load and for the analyzed valve it is 104.1 bar (reduction from 242.2 bar to 138.1 bar - load of 60%). Governing valve pressure reduction decreases with an increase in steam system load.

It can be concluded that governing valve pressure reduction and steam system load are reverse proportional, while the steam mass flow rate and steam system load are directly proportional.

5. Governing valve exergy analysis results with the discussion

5.1. Governing valve exergy analysis - based on the measurement results

Analyzed governing valve exergy power input and output change during the change in steam system load is presented in Fig. 3. An increase in steam mass flow rate, according to Table 1 and equations (8) and (9), is the most important reason for the increase of valve exergy power input and output during the increase in steam system load.

Governing valve exergy power input increases from 483538 kW at steam system load of 60%, to 643093 kW at a load of 80% and finally to 829807 kW at the highest steam system load of 100%, Fig. 3. Between the same steam system loads, valve exergy power output increases from 462178 kW to 629543 kW and finally it is 826209 kW at the highest steam system load.

The difference between valve exergy power input and output at each load represents valve exergy destruction (valve exergy power losses). From Fig. 3 and from presented values of valve exergy power input and output at each load it can be seen that those differences become lower and lower as steam system load increases. Governing valve has an operation principle as the most of other steam power plant components - the lowest exergy destruction will be obtained at the highest system load.

Exergy destruction of the analyzed governing valve, as a difference between exergy power input and output - equation (10), is the lowest at the highest steam system load and is 3598 kW, Fig. 4. As the steam system load decreases, valve exergy destruction increases and is 13550 kW at steam system load of 80%, while at
the lowest observed steam system load of 60% governing valve exergy destruction amounts 21360 kW.

Governing valve exergy efficiency, calculated according to equation (11) is the highest at the highest steam system load (99.57%) and then decreases with a decrease in steam system load. At partial steam system load of 80% valve exergy efficiency is 97.87%, while at the lowest load valve exergy efficiency is equal to 95.58%. It should be concluded that governing valve exergy efficiency has a very high values, even at a partial steam system loads.

At partial steam system load of 80% valve exergy efficiency is (99.57%) and then decreases with a decrease in steam system load. Equation (11) is the highest at the highest steam system load.

Governing valve exergy efficiency, calculated according to equation (11) is the highest at the highest steam system load (99.57%) and then decreases with a decrease in steam system load. At partial steam system load of 80% valve exergy efficiency is 97.87%, while at the lowest load valve exergy efficiency is equal to 95.58%. It should be concluded that governing valve exergy efficiency has a very high values, even at a partial steam system loads.

As mentioned before from the presented measurement results, pressure reduction on the analyzed governing valve and steam system load are reverse proportional. Additional operating parameter of the analyzed governing valve can be used for detecting the change in steam plant load. This operating parameter is steam specific entropy difference between valve outlet and inlet. Steam specific entropy at the governing valve outlet is higher than steam specific entropy at valve inlet due to pressure reduction and losses which can occur during this process. Pressure reduction on the governing valve and specific entropy difference (increment) on the same governing valve are directly proportional - they increase during the decrease in steam system load, Fig. 5.

Several conclusions can be derived from Fig. 6. First of all, governing valve exergy destruction (exergy power losses) significantly increases during the decrease in steam system load. Second, the change in the ambient temperature more and more affects the valve exergy destruction as steam system load decreases.

Analyzed governing valve exergy efficiency change during the ambient temperature variation is presented in Table 2. The ambient temperature increase causes decrease in governing valve exergy efficiency, but that decrease is low at all steam system loads. Still, the highest decrease in governing valve exergy efficiency during the ambient temperature increase is notable at the lowest system load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (%)</th>
<th>Exergy efficiency at the ambient temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>283 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>98.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>96.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Change of governing valve exergy power input and output during the change in steam system load

Fig. 4. Change of the governing valve exergy destruction and exergy efficiency during the change in steam system load

Fig. 5. Change of steam specific entropy increment between governing valve outlet and inlet during the change in system load

Fig. 6. Change of governing valve exergy destruction during the variation in the ambient temperature

Table 2. Governing valve exergy efficiency change during the ambient temperature variation
6. Conclusion

The paper presents exergy analysis of steam turbine governing valve mounted on the high pressure turbine inlet in a super critical thermal power plant. Governing valve was analyzed through three different steam system loads. Measurement results of steam operating parameters (pressures, temperatures and mass flow rates) at governing valve inlet and outlet enables calculation of valve exergy power inputs and outputs, as well as valve exergy destruction and exergy efficiency at each steam system load.

Increase in steam mass flow rate is the most important reason for the increase of valve exergy power input and output during the increase in steam system load. The difference between valve exergy power input and output becomes lower as steam system load increases. That difference represents valve exergy destruction (valve exergy power losses) at each steam system load.

The lowest valve exergy destruction which amounts 3598 kW and the highest valve exergy efficiency (99.57%) was obtained at the highest steam system load. Decrease in steam system load resulted in an increase in valve exergy destruction which is 13550 kW at 80% of load and 21360 kW at 60% of load, while at the same time valve exergy efficiency decreases (97.87% - 80% of load and 95.58% - 60% of load).

Steam specific entropy difference (increment) between valve outlet and inlet is an additional operating parameter which can be used for detecting the change in steam plant load. Steam specific entropy increment of the analyzed valve can also be used as a tool for quick assessment of valve losses.

The conclusion which follows from the ambient temperature variation is that the ambient temperature influence on analyzed governing valve exergy analysis is low, especially at the highest steam system load where the majority of valve operation can be expected.
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8. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin Symbols</th>
<th>Greek symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{X}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{IN}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{OUT}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts:

- $\text{ambient state}$
- $D$ destruction
- $0$ ambient state
- $\text{IN}$ inlet (input)
- $\text{OUT}$ outlet (output)
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